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Good Day everyone

I am Leah Stewart Rivas, a member of SI Esperance.   

This project was conceptualized by Jayanti Lutchmedial, one of the members of SI 
Esperance who wanted to be a pilot

She’s an attorney because becoming a pilot was not something that girls did when 
neither she or I did  were growing up.

She came from a family of attorneys and that was the path that was paved for her.

So how do we break the stereotype –

Our project attempts to do that, and provide opportunities for girls who may be first 
generation high school attendees or first generation tertiary level students, or girls 
who want something different from the usual career choices girls are herded into….

So here is a little teaser into our project (run video 1)
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Part of the requirements for Charter application was a development plan that 
included STEM projects

Using the vision of SIGBI with STEM as an initiative, the project was conceptualized
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Traditionally girls in rural areas have few options for careers due to gender bias (more 
likely to enter education, administrative, wife and mother)

Some of our members are retired educators and we contacted schools in our area of 
operations and through their relationships.  The teachers then invited the girls many 
of whom lived in rural areas and they wrote a short essay on why they should be 
chosen for the project participation.  

There was full cooperation from all the students, teachers, schools, UTT and Bristow.   
UTT and Bristow all gave us ideas on how to make the day worthwhile.

No cost for the girls to attend.
UTT and Bristow covered the cost of refreshments
We had a small fundraiser in the month prior and some monies along with donations 
from benefactors covered the transportation and other costs.

Members and their families donated the standee, members bought polos and pins 
themselves
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Education is not always a vehicle to a career

Soroptimists as role models; they share their experiences and can help girls make 
better career choices
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Note worthy... The girls in the schools had to prepare a letter on... "Why choose me" 
to attend the program

A speaker was proposed
Theory and practical aspects
We used all our personal connections, friends and family
Such as

UTT Director (Jayanti’s Uncle)
Bristow visit (Cheryl’s brother is a former Bristow Captain)
Speaker 1st female aircraft captain (Patricia personally knew Wendy Yawching)
Video taping (Cheryl’s friend’s husband)
Photos (Friend of the club)
Schools and principals (members had contacts in the schools in rural areas)

Everything seemed right for the project
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The scope of the project begun with a brainstorming session of a group of members 
who formed a committee

A number of ideas were discussed and a couple versions of the scope and project 
plan developed

We settled on one plan and developed all the aspects to implement.  It took three 
weeks from idea conception to implementation
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All the girls who attended the day’s activities had to write up “an application” on why 
they should be chosen
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SI Esperance focuses its work in the rural areas of South Trinidad.  Low density 
population, poor infrastructure,

We started the journey in Palmiste, near the village of Esperance.

After picking up all the girls, the first stop was at the UTT campus in Couva

The second stop was the Bristow at the Piarco International Airport
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The introductions and welcome by the President of the UTT and the operations 
Director, gave the girls full scope into the careers offered at the UTT.
Students currently enrolled also give their perspectives on the choices they made.
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They received good insight on how to make subject choices for the GCE equivalent 
exams
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Speaker with a passion

Wendy Yawching gave a most inspirational talk on her journey to become a  pilot. 
Overcoming hurdles and on the job challenges, including discrimination and how high 
performance and focus helped  her break stereotypes and pave the way for female 
pilots in Trinidad and Tobago
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What a great morning, which ended with a tour of the hanger and training aircraft, as 
well as an opportunity to speak with students who were enrolled in the program – all 
girls.
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Bristow Caribbean has been based in Trinidad and Tobago for over 40 years, 
transporting employees of Amoco now BP to offshore oil and gas producing platforms 
located in deep water.
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Spoke to Engineering, Electrical and Instrumentation, Mechanical Ground support 

Met HSE Advisors on the role in oil and gas personnel transport

Met Documentation specialists to ensure all regulatory requirements are met

Saw the airtraffic control tower and got some insight into the operations (albeit from 
afar)

Learnt that aviation is not just about flying planes
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END.

Questions and Answers
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